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Background:  Current electrocardiographic (ECG) criteria for left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH), such as the Cornell criteria, were derived in Western 
populations. We assessed the utility of Cornell criteria for the diagnosis of echocardiographic LVH, and if alternative ECG cut-offs may improve the 
diagnostic accuracy for LVH in Asian populations.
Methods:  683 Asian adults (47% women; 57±10 years), from a community-based study, underwent ECG and echocardiographic assessments. The 
gold standard for LVH was echocardiographic criteria defined by current American Society of Echocardiography guidelines.
results:  Echocardiographic LVH was present in 93 (13.6%) adults. Cornell criteria had low sensitivity (5.4%) and high specificity (98.9%) for 
diagnosing LVH among Asians. In women, lowering the SV3 + RAVL cut-off from 20 to 18 mm doubled the sensitivity (8.8% to 17.5%) but preserved 
specificity (97.9% to 94%). In men, lowering the SV3 + RAVL cut-off from 28 to 22 mm improved sensitivity (0% to 13.9%) and maintained specificity 
(99.3% to 95.7%). The combined new criteria (SV3 + RAVL >22 mm in men and >18 mm in women) had 16.1% sensitivity and 94.9% specificity for 
the diagnosis of LVH.
conclusion:  Current ECG criteria for LVH derived in Western cohorts have limited sensitivity for Asian populations. Our data suggests that ethnicity- 
and sex- specific ECG criteria may be needed.
Table. Diagnostic Utility of ECG Criteria for Echocardiographic LVH
SV3 + RAVL Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV
cut-off % % % %
Cornell criteria 5.4 98.6 38.5 86.7
14 40.4 78.6 27.7 86.7
16 22.8 86.5 25.5 84.7
18 17.5 94 37 84.9
Women 20 8.8 97.9 45.5 84.1
22 5.3 98.6 42.9 83.7
24 1.8 99.3 33.3 83.3
26 0 99.6 0 83.1
28 0 100 0 83.1
14 66.7 60.4 16.7 93.8
16 50 72.6 17.8 92.4
18 33.3 84.8 20.7 91.5
Men 20 16.7 91.4 18.8 90.2
22 13.9 95.7 27.8 90.3
24 8.3 97.7 30 90
26 2.8 98.7 20 89.5
28 0 99.3 0 89.3
PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value
